Mental health predictive systems typically model language as if from a single context (e.g. Twitter posts, status updates, or forum posts) and often limited to a single level of analysis (e.g. either the message-level or userlevel). Here, we bring these pieces together to explore the use of open-vocabulary (BERT embeddings, topics) and theoretical features (emotional expression lexica, personality) for the task of suicide risk assessment on support forums (the CLPsych-2019 Shared Task). We used dual context based approaches (modeling content from suicide forums separate from other content), built over both traditional ML models as well as a novel dual RNN architecture with user-factor adaptation. We find that while affect from the suicide context distinguishes with no-risk from those with "anyrisk", personality factors from the non-suicide contexts provide distinction of the levels of risk: low, medium, and high risk. Within the shared task, our dual-context approach (listed as SBU-HLAB in the official results) achieved state-of-the-art performance predicting suicide risk using a combination of suicide-context and non-suicide posts (Task B), achieving an F1 score of 0.50 over hidden test set labels.
Introduction
Suicidal behavior is conceptualized by the thoughts, plans, and acts an individual makes toward intentionally ending their own life (Nock et al., 2008) . With deaths by suicide increasing substantially (Curtin et al., 2016) , researchers are turning to automated analysis of user generated content to potentially provide methods for early detection of suicide risk severity (Coppersmith et al., 2018; De Choudhury et al., 2016; Shing et al., 2018) . If an automated process could detect elevated risk in a person, personalized (potentially digital and early) interventions could be provided to the individual to alleviate the risk.
Importantly, suicide risk assessment follows a growing body of work which has provided language-based models for measuring theoretically related psychological constructs: valence and arousal (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2016; Mohammad, 2018) , depression Eichstaedt et al., 2018) , and stress (Guntuku et al., 2019) . However, few have evaluated the role of such theoretical models alongside standard openvocbaulary features (e.g. ngrams, embeddings, topics), or integrated both message-level assessment (e.g. emotional valence) along with userlevel assessment (e.g., personality).
In this study, we investigate a series of dual context (treating suicide forum posts separate from other forum posts) and multi-level approaches (user-level assessments of demographics and personality as well as aggregates of message-level features) for suicide risk prediction. Our contributions include: (1) proposal and evaluation of a dual-context modeling approach where language in a suicide-specific context is treated separate from language from other forums, (2) a novel deep learning architecture (DualDeepAtt) that both (a) applies dual-context modeling to GRU cells and attention layers and (b) adds a user-factor adaptation layer, (3) comparison of individual theoretically related linguistic assessments, (4) evaluation of models based on theoretically-motivated features versus models based on open-vocabulary features with multiple approaches to aggregating message-level features.
Data
The dataset was collected from Reddit, released as the CLPsych 2019 Shared Task (Zirikly et al., 2019) , where collections of users' posts were annotated into 4 suicide risk categories (no risk, low, moderate, severe) and then aggregated into sin-gle labels representing their highest suicide risk across all collections (Shing et al., 2018) . All users had posted in r/SuicideWatch and had at least 10 posts total across the platform. The task of suicide risk prediction was sub-divided into 3 sub-tasks, each based on different levels of data. The first task (Task A) consisted of users' posts from r/SuicideWatch annotated for suicide risk level. The second (Task B) consisted of the same users as in Task A and included their entire Reddit post history (including their r/SuicideWatch posts). The third task (Task C) consisted of users' entire Reddit post history apart from posts in r/SuicideWatch. Additionally Task C includes a set of 'control users' who are labeled as no risk 1 . Task A and B shared the same number of users(Training = 496, Test = 128), while Task C had 993 training and 248 test.
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Open and Theoretical Features
We extracted three sets of linguistic features: 1) theoretical dimensions, 2) open-vocabulary, and 3) meta-features (post statistics, forum names). Language features have been shown to be predictive of several mental health outcomes (Guntuku et al., 2017) . We extracted open-vocabulary and theoretical dimensions from both messagelevel (post body, title) and user-level (collections of posts) features. Depending on predictive modeling choice, message-level features can then be aggregated to user-level through various mechanisms: RNN with attention, or explicit aggregation -mean, minimum, and maximum.
Theoretical dimensions. Our theoretical dimensions ranged from capturing message-level user states (able to change) to user-level traits (slow changing). The Messsage-level states, calculated separately for both the title and content, included affect and intensity (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2016) as well as valence, arousal, and dominance (Mohammad, 2018) . These features were generated per-message and aggregated to the users. User-level traits included language-based inferences of demographics age/gender (Sap 1 Control users are those who have no r/SuicideWatch or other mental health subreddit posts et al., 2014), assessments of big-5 personality traits (Schwartz et al., 2013) as well as trait anxiety, anger, and depression .
Open-Vocabulary Features. We also included higher dimensional features meant to capture open ended content. This included dimensionally reduced BERT embeddings -originally a 768-dimensional representation is extracted from a pre-trained model (Devlin et al., 2019) for post contents and titles (separately). Given the training sizes, we decided to further reduce these dimensions down to 50 and 20 dimensions for body and title respectively, using non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) (Févotte and Idier, 2011) . Following successful use of topics for mental health modeling in the past (Eichstaedt et al., 2018), we also inferred 25 LDA Topics (Blei et al., 2003) trained using Gibb's Sampling over suicide watch posts excluding words used more frequently outside of the forum.
Meta-features.
We also included various userlevel post statistics: average 1-gram length, average 1-grams per post, and total 1-grams, as well as subreddit features: a 39 dimensional feature vector was derived from popular subreddits. We began with the 1973 subreddits that were mentioned by at least 0.5% of training users, and use NMF to reduce to 20 dimensions. The remaining 19 dimensions are subreddits that were most distinctive, in training, of high risk users.
Correlation and Distribution Analysis
To uncover the associations between the theoretical dimensions and suicide risk level, we perform a correlation analysis for Task B data, shown in table 1. Those scoring higher in the female dimension were associated with higher suicide risk scores and age had no significant effect. Prior epidemiological studies (Mościcki, 1997) have showed that nearly 80% of suicide completers are men, whereas the majority of lifetime attempters are women.
Among personality factors, being agreeable, conscientious, and extroverted were associated with lower suicide risk while higher neuroticism was positively correlated with higher suicide risk. Prior studies have found similar associations in other samples through traditional surveys (Velting, 1999) establishing that language on social media forums could be a good proxy for measuring suicidal ideation. Corroborating these findings, users with high anger, anxiety and depression scores were associated with higher suicide risk. We also analyze the correlations between r/SuicideWatch topic dimensions, as shown in figure 1 . Here, we showcase certain topics that correlate well with risk level and the words expressed in that topic.
Additionally, for certain features we explore their distributions over users of differing risk levels. From our correlation analysis, we pick emotional stability, the reverse encoding of neuroticism, depression and affect scores. For affect, we examine only user's posts from Task A (r/SuicideWatch), while we look at all available posts for depression and emotional stability.
In Figure 2 we show emotional stability, depression, and mean affect scores of users belonging to each risk level. For emotional stability, as the value gets lower the less stability a person expresses, which holds across the risk levels with no risk users having higher stability values and less variance compared to high risk users. A similar pattern is expressed for depression scores, where high risk users trend towards higher values. There is also a slower decline for high risk users causing a longer tail on the distribution compared to other risk levels. Lastly, we see that while affect scores distinguish no risk from others, they do not provide a separation among the degrees of risk. The affect model was message-level and distributions here were for mean over their suicide watch messages. Also, those who are deemed low risk have the highest variance, while moderate and high risk users show very similar distributions.
Dual-Context Predictive Modeling
Our predictive approaches attempted to model language from a suicide context (that from suicide watch) separately from other forum posts -dualcontext. We used a range of regularized logistic regression and attention-based RNN architectures for Tasks A and B, and logistic regression alone for Task C. All non-neural models were implemented via the DLATK Python package .
Task A. The logistic regression model used open-vocabulary, theoretical, and meta-features as input (termed as 'OpenTheory'). We also evaluated the performance of BERT embeddings alone (termed as 'Bert'). The neural model used an LSTM with hierarchical post-level attention (Yang et al., 2016) . We fed it the concatenation of openvocabulary features, Affect, Intensity, and VAD NRC Lexicon scores of each SuicideWatch post. The model was run on all posts of each user in the time order of their posting to make a prediction on the risk level of each user. This model is referred to as DeepAtt.
Task B. For Task B, we were able to experiment with the dual-context model. Our logistic regression based approach, termed as 'DualOpenTheory' takes in features from SuicideWatch and nonSuicideWatch language that were processed separately. Similar to the previous task, we evaluate a 'DualContextBert' model that uses BERT features from both SuicideWatch and separately Figure 2 : Density estimations, separated by risk level, of user emotional stability (left), depression score (middle), and mean message affect (right). Emotional stability and depression were calculated across non-suicide context while affect was from suicide context (from r/SuicideWatch posts). While affect provided some separation of no risk from any risk, emotional stability and depression distinguish all levels of risk. Across all three theoretical dimensions, there was less variance across no risk users.
non-SuicideWatch messages. Task B also enabled us to use subreddit features among the meta features (non r/SuicideWatch subreddits were assumed unavailable for Task A). For logistic regression models while the data is processed separately, only one model is trained on the joint feature sets.
For the neural dual-context model, visualized in figure 3, we used two separate GRU cells (termed as 'DualDeepAtt'); one takes the same input features of our Task A model from SuicideWatch posts, and the other runs by taking subreddit info feature vector in addition to the same input features, processed on non-SuicideWatch posts, of the SuicideWatch GRU cell (SuicideWatch subreddit info is already taken into account by having a separate GRU cell). We used the separate attention weights for SuicideWatch (SW) GRU hidden vectors and non-SuicideWatch (NSW) GRU hidden vectors as following:
Then, we applied user-factor adaptation (Lynn et al., 2017) to the concatenation of the sum of hidden vectors with attentions of the SW GRU cell and the NSW GRU cell as following:
Here, we used age, gender, and latent factors of users with the following transformation:
For latent factors, we derived 3 user-level latent factors from the history of Reddit posts of the users, which are equivalent to the "user-embed" in (Lynn et al., 2017) as they found these factors from language just as effective as personality factors.
Finally, we concatenate the user-level feature vector with the factorized output vector
Here, we used Anger, Anxiety, Depression scores, average word lengths, total word counts of each user for user features. 
Results
We compare our models performance during training using 10-fold cross-validation as well as 3 models for each task using the designated test set. Across each task the models that take advantage of both open vocabulary and theoretical constructs outperform others.
Task A
A combination of open-vocabulary, theoretical dimensions, and meta-features performed best at predicting suicide risk based on annotated SuicideWatch posts. Table 2 shows the results on the cross-validation setting we employed in the training set and the performance released on the test set. While the logistic regression models had similar performance across train and test sets, the neural models outperformed others on the test set.
In models designed for Task A when performing message to user level aggregations we performed average, minimum, and maximum and concatenated the vectors. This outperformed aggregations using average or minimum/maximum together. 
Task B
We found a large improvement from using the dual-context type approach, shown in table 3. Overall, the OpenTheory approach performed best on the training set and also achieving similar performance on the test set. However, the dualcontext BERT embeddings based logistic regression outperformed other approaches on the test set. DualDeepAtt was not far behind but likely was hindered by the limited amount of training, relative to parameters for the task. 
Conclusion
We presented new approaches for identifying suicide risk among users on support based forums, focused largely on (a) utilizing dual-contexts of language, (b) message and user multi-level models, and (c) exploring both theoretical dimensions and open vocabulary features. We also compared aggregation techniques and proposed a novel RNN architecture for processing dual context data. We found dual-context models yielded significant gains and while theoretical dimensions of language related in the expected direction (more depressive and anxious language correlated with higher risk), a combination of BERT-based features and theoretical dimensions was best when building predictive models.
